The DACdb support team is committed to all of our success. I’m excited, for all of our clubs, about the new and exciting things happening.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Most popular CMS (Content Management System)
- Modern responsive design themes
- Functions optimally across multiple platforms (mobile, tablet, desktop)
- Easily configured in many different ways with just a few clicks
- No knowledge of coding required!
- Safe, Secure and SEO optimized
- DACdb hosting (includes SSL)
- Built in Blog capabilities
- Easy to use editing administration panels
- WP DACdbPlus Plugin pulls member data and event data to your WordPress site allowing for DACdb data integration
- The DACdbPlus Plugin (sold separately too) can be installed with most WordPress themes
- And so much **MORE**...

**WHY CHOOSE WP**

You can create a WordPress site and activate the DACdbPlus plugin. The plugin allows the site to pull data from DACdb. Much of the site updating is completed in DACdb. 35% of all sites on the Internet today are powered by the WordPress platform.

**Services**

**MEMBER MANAGEMENT**
Manage your Club or District Members and Sync with Rotary

**MOBILE**
Look-up Member Information and Find Events

**MARKETPLACE**
Pay Subscriptions on-line

**ANALYTICS**
Over 30 reports in which to analyze the Club/Districts Financial data.

**SUPPORT**
We provide value – our support services focuses on treating customers well, answering questions, and exceeding their expectations.

**DATA SECURITY**
As a RI Licensed vendor DACdb complies with the GDPR and California’s CCPA privacy program.

www.DACdb.org
Sales@DACdb.com
720-504-7300